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Abstract

Novel sulfur-rich polymeric materials were readily prepared via a facile solution vulcanization of the commercial butadiene rubber (BR) and element sulfur, and were investigated as cathode materials for lithium-sulfur batteries. During the solution vulcanization procedure, the double bonds (C=C) in butadiene rubber are chemically cross-linked with sulfur. Moreover, the sulfur can also self-polymerize into polymeric sulfur with long molecular chain. The polymeric sulfur chains penetrate into the cross-linked BR network to form a unique semi-internal penetration network (semi-IPN) confinement structure, which can effectively alleviate the dissolution and diffusion of intermediate polysulfide into electrolytes. Meanwhile, the obtained sulfur-rich polymeric composites have high sulfur contents even over 90%. As a result, the as-prepared sulfur-rich polymeric composites (BR-SPC) with network caged structure exhibit excellent cycling stability and high coulombic efficiency. An initial discharge specific capacity of 811 mAh g\textsuperscript{-1} is reached, and retains 671 mAh g\textsuperscript{-1} after 50 cycles at 0.1 C. The capacity retention rate and coulombic efficiency are 83 %, 100 %, respectively. Additionally, Super P (carbon black) was added in-situ before vulcanization to increase the conductivity of BR-SPC composites. The BR-SPC
composite containing Super P (BR-SPC-SP) reveals higher capacity retention of 85 % over 50 cycles at 0.5 C than the BR-SPC composite without Super P.

1. Introduction

Over the last three decades, lithium sulfur secondary batteries have attracted significant interest because elemental sulfur has a theoretical capacity 1672 mAh g\(^{-1}\) and a specific energy of 2600 Wh kg\(^{-1}\), which is at least ten times greater than that of commercially used transition-metal phosphates and oxides.\(^1,2\) As a cathode, sulfur is able to host two lithium ions nontopotactically, described by the reaction \(S_8 + 16Li = 8Li_2S\), which lies ~2.2 V with respect to Li\(^+\)/Li.\(^3\) Sulfur also has other advantages, such as low safety concerns/environmental footprint, very high natural abundance, and competitive cost.\(^4,5,6\) For these reasons, sulfur has been studied extensively as a cathode material, and lithium sulfur batteries have been considered as one of the most promising candidates for the next generation of high energy batteries.\(^7,8\) However, there are a few key challenges for the lithium sulfur battery system so far, which have greatly limited the practical applications of lithium sulfur batteries.\(^9\)

First, sulfur is electrochemically inactive due to a poor intrinsic conductivity (5 × 10\(^{-30}\) scm\(^{-1}\) at 25°C), leading to a low utilization rate of active material within the electrodes.\(^10,11\) Second, the polysulfide ions that are formed during charge and discharge processes are highly soluble. The dissolved intermediate polysulfide (Li\(_2\)S\(_x\), 3≤x≤ 8) can diffuse through electrolytes to the Li metal anode and is reduced therein to solid precipitates in the form of Li\(_2\)S or Li\(_2\)S\(_2\).\(^12\) These low-order polysulfides can also travel back to the cathode during cycling. This shuttle-like travelling issue results in the loss of active materials, capacity fade, low coulombic efficiency, corrosion of the lithium anode, and self-discharge.\(^12,13\) Third, the large volume change of the cathode during cycling may trigger the separation of active materials from the cathode and the collapse of the cathode structure, accelerating the capacity decay of lithium sulfur batteries.\(^8,14,15\)

To meet the aforementioned challenges, various strategies have been explored, such
as the optimizations of the electrolytes, the modifications of the cathode materials, the novel structural design of the electrode, and the protection of Li anode.\textsuperscript{16-19} Among them, two major approaches have been conducted to modify the cathode materials. One is to stop or alleviate the dissolution and shuttle of the intermediate polysulfide (Li$_2$S$_x$, 3\(\leq x \leq 8\)) in the liquid electrolyte via some physical methods. For instance, sulfur was wrapped into some conductive host matrixes (carbon materials or polymers) by means of coating or encapsulating techniques.\textsuperscript{20-23} The other is fixing sulfur atoms into long polymer chains through some chemical methods to prevent active materials from losing. Beyond that, random coil of the polymer chains also plays a role in alleviating the loss of active materials and shuttle of the intermediate polysulfide. Some researchers had successively employed sulfur-contained polymer as the cathode material. Conductive polyacrylonitrile-based sulfur-containing heterocyclic compounds were prepared to use as the cathode material for lithium sulfur batteries in Wang J L’s group.\textsuperscript{24} Its initial discharge capacity was up to 850 mAh g\(^{-1}\), and remained above 600 mAh g\(^{-1}\) after 50 cycles. Thereafter, Michael’s group also prepared a sulfur-polyacrylonitrile composite, and the specific capacity of the obtained cell was 370 mAh g\(^{-1}\) polymer after 40 cycles when LiPF$_6$ in carbonate solvent was used as the electrolyte.\textsuperscript{25} A novel conductive sulfur-polypyrrole composite material was reported by Wang’s group that its conductivity and specific capacity were significantly improved, but the cycle performance was not good.\textsuperscript{26} The initial discharge capacity was about 1280 mAh g\(^{-1}\) but quickly decreased to 600 mAh g\(^{-1}\) after 20 cycles. Trofimovetal prepared ethylenedithiol-based polyeneoligosulfides from sodium acetyliides and elemental sulfur through the Na-C$_{sp}$ bond in liquid ammonia.\textsuperscript{27} The obtained oligosulfides show capacities in range of 345 ~720 mAh g\(^{-1}\) and its cycling performance was not stable enough. In the previous work, we have designed and prepared a series of C-S copolymer with a cage-like semi-IPN structure as lithium-sulfur cathodes, in which the dissolution and diffusion of intermediate polysulfides is effectively suppressed. The C-S copolymer composites exhibit excellent cycling stability and high coulombic efficiency.\textsuperscript{28} Meanwhile, sulfur is self-polymerized into insoluble polymeric sulfur, and elemental sulfur is enwrapped
by the random coil formed by molecular chains of polysulfide rubber (PSR) and insoluble polymeric sulfur. The prepared sulfur-rich polymer composites based on polysulfide rubber (SPSR) composites exhibit good cycling stability and coulombic efficiency, which was supposed to contribute by the confinement of discharge intermediate polysulfide by the random coil of SPSR through chemical interaction and physical wrapping. However, there are no chemical bonds among the random coils of PSR and insoluble polymeric sulfur. The chemical interaction is reported to be more effective than physical interaction for confining polysulfide intermediates. In this paper, herewith, we report a novel sulfur-rich polymer composites (BR-SPC) with chemically caged confinement structure for the application of lithium sulfur batteries. As depicted in Scheme 1, these three kinds of sulfur species are confined in the uniquecaged structure by chemical bonds or physical interaction, which effectively suppress the dissolution and diffusion of polysulfide intermediate in the charge-discharge process. Consequently, the as-prepared BR-SPC exhibit good cycling stability and highly coulombic efficiency.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of butadiene rubber sulfur-rich polymer composites (BR-SPC)

The BR-SPC polymer composites were prepared by a simple solution vulcanization process. The butadiene rubberBR9000 (M_w=34×10^4) was used as received from Sinopec Chemical Commercial Holding Company Limited. 3.0g of butadiene rubber was added to 40 ml of decahydronaphthalene in a three-necked flask, and completely dissolved to form a viscous polymer solution under mechanical stirring at ambient temperature. Subsequently, 34.5 g of sublimed sulfur (99.95% Aladdin) was put into the viscous polymer solution, and continue to stir. After being well mixed, they were heated to200 °C in oil bath for 15 minutes in nitrogen atmosphere. After cooling down to room temperature, the mixture was washed with ethanol repeatedly to remove decahydronaphthalenene. The obtained BR-SPC was frozen in liquid nitrogen and minced drastically in shredder before use. In order to improve the conductivity of the
polymer composite, Super P was added together with BR and sulfur at the initial of vulcanization. The BR-SPC-SP composites were obtained and investigated as cathode materials.

2.2. Characterization of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites
Elemental analysis (EA) was performed on Elementar Vario EL Cube elemental analyzer. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted on Perkin Elmer Pyris Diamond thermogravimetric/differential thermal analyzer. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) was conducted by an X'Pert Pro diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm). The morphology was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, JEOL JSM model 820). The solubility of BR-SPC composite in CS_{2} and electrolyte was measured by Soxhlet extraction. After extraction, the insoluble part was dried and weighed. The solubility can be calculated from the weight percentage of the insoluble part on the total mass of the BR-SPC composite. Attenuated total refraction Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra were recorded for the power composite samples using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet6700 FT-IR spectrometer in the wavelength range from 650 to 4,000 cm\(^{-1}\).

2.3. Electrochemical measurements
The BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP cathodes were prepared by a slurry coating procedure. Details of the assembly of coin cell and electrochemical measurements can be found in the Electronic Supplementary Information. Galvanostatic charge–discharge tests were performed at different current densities in the potential range of 1.5-2.8 V versus Li/Li\(^{+}\) using a CT2001A cell test instrument (LAND Electronic Co. Ltd., China). All specific capacity values were calculated on the basis of sulfur mass.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Characterization of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites
As shown in Scheme 1, BR-SPC composite was prepared by a simple solution vulcanization reaction. Compared with the bulk vulcanization, the solution vulcanization could give a uniform mixture of the reaction mixture in a level of
molecular dispersion and is in favor of a consolidated product. As a good solvent for BR and sulfur, decahydronaphthalene with a high boiling point was used as reaction medium for vulcanization at high temperature. At first, a mixture of BR and sublimed sulfur with certain feed ratio was dissolved in decahydronaphthalene to form a homogenous solution, and then Super P was added (if necessary). Uniform slurry was obtained after being heated up to 200 °C and forming a very viscous solution after 15min stirring. Upon cooling down to room temperature, BR-SPC composites can be obtained after washing with ethanol.

As well known, elemental sulfur and BR have good solubility in CS₂, and can be removed by extraction method. The solubility of the prepared BR based composites in CS₂ were examined and listed in Table 1. The results show that the BR based sulfur composites are partially soluble in CS₂. This indicates that insoluble materials are cross-linked BR with sulfur, and the polymeric sulfur self-polymerized. Their solubilities in used electrolyte are also evaluated and only a trace amount BR composite is soluble. Consequently, the yielded cross-linked confinement structures in BR-SCSP composites can effectively reduce their solubilities in electrolyte.

Elemental analyses of BR-SPC were performed and the results are listed in Table 2. Comparing with the sulfur containing composites disclosed in literature reported sulfur, BR-SPC has extremely high sulfur content of over 85.8 %, which can provide more active sulfur species for electrochemical reaction and effectively promote the energy efficiency of the battery. For comparison, the insoluble parts in BR-SPC composites are examined by elemental analyses as shown in Table 2. It can be seen that the insoluble part has lower sulfur content than the total composites, showing that the soluble part consists of more elemental sulfur and polymeric sulfur with low molecular weight.

Attenuated Total Refraction (ATR) FT-IR analysis was performed to verify the chemical structure of the vulcanization product. Because of the extremely high sulfur content of the prepared composites, the characteristic adsorption peaks of C-S covalent bond are difficult to observe. Only the spectra of the insoluble parts are
shown in Fig.1. Fig.1b is the magnification spectra ranged from 1750 to 650 cm\(^{-1}\). Compared to the BR raw materials, several new characteristic peaks are found at around 1169, 1089, 1045, 796, 667 cm\(^{-1}\) in BR-SPC composite. These new peaks are assigned as the C-S bond stretching and confirmed the formation of the C-S chemical bond through the vulcanization.\(^{27,30-33}\) The characteristic and weaker peaks at around 1160, 790 and 662 cm\(^{-1}\) also appear in BR-SPC-SP composite. However, the characteristic peaks at around 1089, 1045 cm\(^{-1}\) are not observed. Presumably, it is due to that the addition of SP reduced the concentration of C-S chemical bond and decreased the absorption intensity of infrared of the composite.

TGA technology was used to ascertain sulfur contents of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites and depicted in Fig.2. TGA curves of sulfur are shown for comparison. The weight loss characteristics of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP are the almost same with each other below 600 °C. A sharp weight loss of about 75% before 335 °C is attributed by the decomposition of polysulfide bridged cross-linkage and the polymeric sulfur and the sublimation of elemental sulfur in the composite. The weight loss of about 20% at high temperature is due to the release of inner sulfur species confined in the cross-linked cage and the decomposition of the polymer main chain of BR. Similarly with the results of solubility test, it is supposed by TGA results that a 3D cross-linked cage is formed in the prepared BR-SPC composite and expected to have effective confinement of the polysulfide intermediates for lithium-sulfur battery. In addition, the results of BR-SPC-insoluble and BR-SPC-SP-insoluble are also shown in Fig. 2. There are two weight loss stages in their TG curves. The first one should be attributed by the decomposition of the longer polymeric sulfur chains and partial polysulfide bridged cross-linkage; another one should be due to the decomposition of the left BR-caged structure.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of sublimated sulfur, BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites, BR-SPC-insoluble, BR-SPC-SP-insoluble are shown in Fig 3. The characteristic peaks of orthorhombic phase of sulfur (JCPDS no. 08-0247) are observed in the characteristic XRD patterns of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites, indicating the existence of crystal sulfur. After removing crystal sulfur by extraction
method, the insoluble parts show the different XRD patterns, in which the characteristic diffraction peaks of elemental sulfur are not observed. The disappearance of these peaks proves that the sulfur in insoluble parts exists as polymeric sulfur and polysulfide cross-linkage among BR polymer chains. A broad and weak diffraction peak at around 18° is found for the insoluble parts of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites. This is due to their cross-linked amorphous structure. Additionally, the broad peaks at around 24° and 44° are observed for BR-SPC-SP-insoluble sample, corresponding to the amorphous characteristics of Super P carbon materials.34,35

SEM images of BR-SPC, BR-SPC-insoluble, BR-SPC-SP and BR-SPC-SP-insoluble composites are illustrated in Fig.4. After minced in liquid nitrogen, BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP are composed of the particles with the size ranged from 1 to 10 μm as shown in Fig.4a and b. Elemental X-ray mappings show a homogeneous distribution of sulfur within BR-SPC composites. Comparatively, after extraction with CS2, the insoluble parts of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites show the cross-linked honeycomb-like morphology in Fig.4c and 4d. It is well agreement with elemental analyses that the framework in the morphology of the insoluble parts that corresponds to the interpenetrating network of cross-linked BR and the polymeric sulfur with high molecular weight. This result also demonstrates the formation of confinement cage structure in the as-prepared composites.

3.2 Electrochemical measurements

Fig.5 shows cyclic discharge performance of BR-SPC, BR-SPC-SP and sulfur at a current rate of 0.1 C(by the weight sulfur, 1C=1675 mA g⁻¹) in the potential range of 1.5-2.8 V at room temperature. BR-SPC composite with 90.8 wt% sulfur content exhibits the best cyclic stability. Its initial specific capacity is around 811 mAh g⁻¹ and retains 671 mAh g⁻¹ after 50 cycles. The capacity retention rate is 83 %; coulombic efficiency is close to 100%. An induction activation profile is observed during the initial 5 circulations for BR-SPC composites. It is generally considered that it takes
sometime for the electrolyte to flood the internal surface of the polymer composites. Consequently, the shuttle effect of the polysulfide intermediates could be suppressed to afford good cycling stability for the BR-SPC cathode. The similar phenomenon has been reported for sulfur@GO core-shell composite cathode in our previous work. The activation process is not observed for the cycling performance of BR-SPC-SP cathode. The addition of Super P can increase the electronic conductivity of the composite and facilitate the electrochemical activation. As a result, the BR-SPC-SP composite with 85.8% sulfur content exhibits an initial specific capacity of 923 mAh g\(^{-1}\), and retains 582 mAh g\(^{-1}\) after 50 cycles. Its capacity retention rate is close to 70 %, which is lower than that of BR-SPC composites. The BR-SPC composites cathodes exhibit a much higher ultimate CR of 512 mAh g\(^{-1}\) than pristine sulfur and BR-SPC-SP composites cathodes.

The influence of C-rate on the cyclic performance of BR-SPC composites is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that more circulations are needed for the activation process of at the higher C-rate. As depicted in Fig. 6, the cyclic performance of BR-SPC composites at 0.3 C can be improved by activating at 0.1 C firstly during the initial 5 cycles. Its discharge capacity retains 506 mAh g\(^{-1}\) after 115 cycles at 0.3 C by the initial activation. Nevertheless, the discharge capacity of BR-SPC composites without activation is only 496 mAh g\(^{-1}\) after 90 cycles at the same rate. It also can be seen that a longer activation process is needed at a higher C-rate. The cycles at lower rate need a longer time, which is in favor of the swelling of the composite by electrolyte.

Herewith, 5, 15 and 25 activation circulations are needed at 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 C in turns for BR-SPC composites. Comparatively, a 454 mAh g\(^{-1}\) of capacity is obtained for BR-SPC composite after 110 cycles at 0.5 C.

Fig. 7 shows the rate performance of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites cathodes at various current densities from 0.1 C to 1 C. The rate performance of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites is different from each other. During the first 8 circulations at 0.1 C, BR-SPC-SP composite shows a decreasing profile but BR-SPC composite exhibits an increasing activation process. This can be explained by the conductivity of
the composites as discussed above. For both BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites, furthermore, their discharge capacities gradually decrease with increasing current rate. BR-SPC-SP composite exhibits a stable discharge capacity of 695, 632, 266 mAh g\(^{-1}\) at current densities of 0.3 C, 0.5 C, and 1 C respectively. It should be noted that the reversible capacities of 628, 707 mAh g\(^{-1}\) were delivered when the current rates were successively switched back to 0.3 C and 0.1 C in sequence after continuous cycling for 32 cycles, which almost recovered to its origin one. This result demonstrates that BR-SPC-SP composite is a highly reversible and efficient cathode material. Because of the lower conductivity, BR-SPC composite exhibits a comparative lower discharge capacity than BR-SPC-SP composite. In the activation process at the initial 0.1 C, the discharge capacity of BR-SPC composite increases from 682 to 771 mAh g\(^{-1}\) and then decreases to 753 mAh g\(^{-1}\). When increasing the rate to 0.3, 0.5 and 1 C, reversible capacity of 645, 601, and 199 mAh g\(^{-1}\) are reached in turns. A reversible capacity of 668 mAh g\(^{-1}\) was restored when the discharge rate was back to 0.1 C after 40 continuous cycles, demonstrating cyclical stability of BR-SPC composite. It is believed that the excellent continuous rate performance is due to unique chemically cross-linked confinement cage structure of the as-prepared BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites.

Fig. 8 shows the initial five and the tenth charge-discharge voltage profiles of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composite cathodes at a rate of 0.1 C. Generally, there are two typical discharge plateaus at ca. 2.3 and 2.1 V (versus Li/Li\(^+\)) in the discharge curve for lithium sulfur batteries, which are related to the two step reaction of sulfur with Li during the discharge process.\(^{18,23}\) Differently, three discharge voltage plateaus are observed at initial cycles for BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites cathodes corresponding to three-step reduction mechanism of sulfur upon discharge. The first voltage plateau at 2.27 V is related to the conversion of sulfur to long chain lithium polysulfides (Li\(_2\)S\(_n\), 6 \(\leq n \leq 8\)), the second one at 2.05 V corresponds to the transformation of Li\(_2\)S\(_6\) to Li\(_2\)S\(_4\).\(^{37-39}\) The third one , which is assigned to further reduction of Li\(_2\)S\(_4\) to Li\(_3\)S\(_2\) or Li\(_2\)S, is little different each other for BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites. It is at 1.8-1.9 V for BR-SPC composites, which is lower
than that of BR-SPC-SP composites. This reveals a slower transformation of Li$_2$S$_4$ to Li$_2$S$_2$ or Li$_2$S. Moreover, the third voltage plateau increases gradually and overlaps finally with the second one during the initial successive cycles, indicating the transformation of Li$_2$S$_4$ to Li$_2$S$_2$ or Li$_2$S combines with the transformation of Li$_2$S$_6$ to Li$_2$S$_4$ as lithium ions diffusing into the interior of the cathode active materials. This phenomenon has ever been reported for other sulfur containing cathode materials.\textsuperscript{31,32} The third voltage plateau during discharge process has been assigned to the formation of coordinate bond (Li$^+\cdots$S$^-$) after the cleavage of the S-S bond within polysulfide and sulfur-rich cross-linked cage. Similarly to other sulfur containing materials, both BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites exhibit flat charge profiles with only one voltage plateau at 2.25-2.35 V. Presumably, S-S bonds in polymeric sulfur and cross-linked cage are broken during discharges to form polysulfide intermediates, which are transformed into oligomers during charges process. As shown in Fig.9, BR-SPC-SP composites exhibit good utilization rate of sulfur with higher discharge capacity than BR-SPC composite at the initial several cycles. It is due to good electron conductivity of BR-SPC-SP with the addition of Super P.

Fig.9 illustrates the cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites electrodes in the voltage range of 1.5-2.8 V with a constant scan rate of 0.1 mV s$^{-1}$. Before charge-discharge cycles, there are three reduction peaks for BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composite cathodes. They are 2.3 V, 2.03 V and 1.8 V for BR-SPC, 2.27 V, 2.03 V and 1.87 V for BR-SPC-SP composites cathodes respectively, corresponding to the three discharge plateaus in the discharge profiles. It is the same as the result of charge-discharge cyclic test that the third reduction peaks decrease and disappear finally with increasing circles. Before charge-discharge cycle, the CV curve exhibits a broader reduction peak at lower potential than those after 5 and 10 cycles. It reveals a higher potential polarization in the first cycle than the 5$^{th}$ and 10$^{th}$ cycles.\textsuperscript{40,41} After 10 charge-discharge cycles, the reduction peaks move to higher potential, nevertheless, the anodic peak transfers to lower potential, demonstrating the decrease of potential polarization and improvement of reversibility for BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites electrodes. Compared with BR-SPC-SP, BR-SPC composites
show more serious potential polarization before charge-discharge cycle, but the
difference becomes unclear between CV curves of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP
composites.

4. Conclusions

A novel sulfur-rich polymeric material with a cross-linked confinement structure can
be prepared by a solution vulcanization procedure from butadiene rubber and element
sulfur. The experiment results demonstrate the formation of across-linked
confinement structure of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites. Due to the strong
confinement of sulfur with polysulfides and the unique cage structure of BR based
polymers, the dissolution and diffusion of polysulfide intermediates is alleviated
effectively by chemical and physical interaction. When used as the cathode for Li-S
batteries, BR-SPC composite displays an excellent cycling stability with 83 % of
capacity retention and 100% of coulombic efficiency. An initial capacity of 811mAh
g\(^{-1}\) is obtained for BR-S composite, and retains 671 mAh g\(^{-1}\) after 50 cycles at 0.1 C. In
comparison, BR-SPC-SP composite with Super P shows a higher discharge capacity
and cyclic stability than BR-SPC at the high C-rate of 0.5 C. BR-SPC-SP composite
with 85.8 wt % sulfur content reveals an initial specific capacity of 690mAh g\(^{-1}\), and
retains 520mAh g\(^{-1}\) after 110 cycles at 0.5 C. Its capacity retention rate
is about 75%. BR-SPC composite has extremely high sulfur content over 90% and high
capacity retention, which provide high energy efficiencies with the coulombic
efficiency of almost 100%. The prepared BR-SPC composite is promising cathode
material for Li-S battery application.
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**Table 1** Solubilities of BR-SPC composites in CS₂

**Table 2** Elemental analysis results of BR-SPC composites
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>SolubleParts, %</th>
<th>Insoluble parts, %</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>Extraction time, h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BR-SPC</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>CS\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR-SPC-SP</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>CS\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Elemental analysis results of BR-SPC composites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>C, %</th>
<th>S, %</th>
<th>S/C ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BR-SPC</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR-SPC-SP</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR-SPC-insoluble(^b)</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR-SPC-SP-insoluble(^b)</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) The test error is 0.3%.

\(^b\) The insoluble part in BR-SPC composite.
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**Scheme 1.** Schematic illustration for BR-SCP composites fabrication

**Fig.1** ATR FT-IR spectra of BR, BR-SPC-insoluble and BR-SPC-SP-insoluble composites

**Fig.2** TGA curves of sublimed sulfur, BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites

**Fig. 3** XRD patterns of elemental sulfur, BR-SPC, BR-SPC-SP, BR-SPC-insoluble and BR-SPC-SP-insoluble composites

**Fig. 4** SEM images of BR-SPC (a), BR-SPC-SP (b), BR-SPC-insoluble (c,d), BR-SPC-SP-insoluble (e,f)

**Fig. 5** Discharge cyclic performance of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composites at a current rate of 0.1 C

**Fig.6** Discharge cyclic performance of BR-SPC composite at different modes

**Fig.7** Rate performance of BR-SPC and BR-SPC-SP composite cathodes

**Fig. 8** Charge-discharge voltage profiles of BR-SPC (a) and BR-SPC-SP(b) composites at a current rate of 0.1 C

**Fig. 9** CV curves of BR-SPC (a) and BR-SPC-SP (b) composite cathodes at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s$^{-1}$
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